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A major determinant of the phonetic feature of voicing is the temporal cue, voice onset time (VOT), the time 

between the onset of supralaryngeal articulatory events (e.g., release, frication), and glottal pulsing. Voicing 

differs between languages. For example, while in the positive VOT region both Thai and English have a bilabial 

stop contrast between short and long voicing lag (for Thai, VOTs ≈ +6 ms, /p/, and +64 ms, /ph/; and for 

English, +1ms, /b/, and +58 ms, /ph/); in the negative region only Thai has a distinction between long voicing 

lead, /b/ (-97 ms), and short voicing lag, /p/ (+6 ms), (Lisker & Abramson, 1964). A non-speech analogue of 

VOT is TOT (tone onset time), the relative onset of a high and a low harmonic tone, which simulate release and 

glottal pulsing respectively. TOT continua are perceived to consist of three categories, low frequency lead, 

simultaneous (±20 ms TOT), and high frequency-lead. 

We tested VOT and TOT identification in positive (+70 to -20 ms) and negative (-70 to +20 ms) region continua 

by English and Thai language-background adults and 6-, and 8-year-old children (N=96). We hypothesised that 

(i) if psychoacoustic influences pervade, then the superior identification for positive over negative region 

continua found elsewhere (Pisoni, 1977) should also be found here, and (ii) if there are phonological influences 

in temporal perception then there should be better identification for (a) VOT over TOT, (b) Thai over English 

listeners, but only for the negative VOT continuum. 

Consistent with other developmental studies of speech perception (Burnham, et al., 1991), perception became 

more categorical and RTs decreased with age. This may reflect task proficiency rather than perceptual abilities. 

In the positive region perception was more categorical and RTs shorter for VOT than TOT for both Thai and 

English listeners, reflecting the positive region phoneme boundary in each language. In the negative region, RTs 

for both language groups were slower than in the positive region, and similar for VOT and TOT. This supports 

the positive region bias, and demonstrates a psychoacoustic influence on speech perception, despite the negative 

region phonemic distinction for Thais. Nevertheless, phonological influences were also evident in the negative 

region in (i) shorter RTs by Thai than English listeners, and (ii) superior VOT over TOT identification for Thais, 

compared with indistinguishable VOT and TOT identification for English listeners. 

The results show that:    

(i) voicing perception rests on a psychoacoustic (temporal) substrate; 

(ii) the ambient phonology influences temporal perception in speech, but not non-speech. 
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